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What event caused Shelby Miller to miscarry her baby, resulting in the Millers' fleeing to North 
Carolina from Los Angeles? 

Gang assault 

While in North Carolina, what kind of abandoned building do the Millers purchase in an attempt to 
start over? 

Colonial Farmhouse 

When Matt leaves on a business trip, who does he ask to stay and guard Shelby? His sister, Lee 
The house is invaded by a mob who leave behind a video of a man encountering a creature with the 
body of a man and the head of a ____? 

Pig 

When Shelby tries to flee, she witnesses what kind of murder in the woods? Ritualistic 
It was discovered that the house was previously used as a nursing home were multiple murders were 
committed by two ____ what? 

Sisters 

What agreement does Lee violate and brings her daughter Flora, to the house in an attempt to spend 
time with her? 

Custody Agreement 

Before she goes missing, Flora encounters an entity 'Priscilla'. What does 'Priscilla' tell Flora? Everyone in the house will be murdered 
Where do the adults find Flora's hoddie after she dissappears?  Atop a massive pine tree 
Whose ex-husband is found dead whilst searching for Flora? Lee's 
When the hillbilly family vanish, who do they leave behind? Their two feral sons 
How much does Lee pay Cricket, the psychic who claims he can locate Flora? $25,000 
What is the nickname of the leader of the Spirits, Thomasin White? The Butcher 
Who catches Matt copulating with a mysterious woman, and when confronting him, he does not 
recall the affair? 

Shelby 

Who does Shelby think are conspiring against her? Matt and Lee 
Who saves Shelby from an attack by the Piggy Man? Dr Cunningham 
During what kind of moon does 'The Butcher' sacrifice Edward Philippe Mott? Blood Moon 
As 'The Butchers' mob surround the house to kill the Millers. Who arrives to lead them to safety? Edward Philippe Mott 
Shelby's has which body part broken by Mama Polk? Her leg 
The paranormal documentary, 'My Roanoke Nightmare' filmed documenting the Millers experience in 
the Farm House is a massive success, attracting how many viewers? 

23 miliion 

Because of the massive success, Sidney, the producer pitches a new idea for a second visit to the Farm 
House. What is the new documentary titled?  

Return to Roanoke: Three Days in Hell 

What is Sidney's motive for producing the follow-up documentary? He wants to expose Lee for the murder of 
Mason 
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The second documentary will bring together actors reenacting the events from the Farm House and 
their real-world counterparts. Which person is reluctant to participate in the new series? 

Shelby 

Why did the new series never make it to air? All but one of the participants died in the 
house 

Who murders Sidney and his entire production team Agnes consumed by her role as The 
Butcher 

Which three characters do they Polk family kidnap and take back to their farm? Lee, Audrey, and Monet 
What do the Polks feed to Aubrey and Monet at their farm house? A strip of flesh from Lee's leg 
What kind of bloodthirsty witch is Scáthach? Immortal 
Who bludgeoned Matt to death in a violent rage? Shelby 
When the real Butcher and her mob arrive and surround the house, how does she kill Agnes? Thrusts a clever into Agnes' face 
The ghosts of which family foil Dominic and Shelby from escaping the house through a secret 
passage? 

The Chen Family 

Out of guilt for killing Matt, how does Shelby commit suicide? Slits her throat 
After Lee is possessed by Scáthach and goes on a murder spree, Audrey attempts to shoot her in 
vengeance but she is stopped. How is Audrey stopped? 

She is gunned down by the police 

What are the names of the three different TV series that try to understand Lee's murdering spree? Crack'd, The Lana Winters Special and 
Spirit Chasers 

Following a reunion with her daughter Flora, what does Lee do to protect Priscilla and give Flora a 
chance at life? 

Sacrifices herself 

Which actress made a special guest appearance as the bloodthirsty witch, Scáthach? Lady Gaga 
 


